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Abstract

Modern software products consist of a lot of executable files. Simultaneously, there are complex data
flows between them. As a result, the task of auditing such data interactions of programs arises. In par-
ticular, this can be in demand in the field of information security for detecting holes in architectures
of solutions. Such types of programs as PE (for Windows), ELF (for Linux), CIL (.Net bite code),
JBC (Java bite code) and Script (interpretable code) should be mentioned. The types of interactions
include direct program fetching, direct import of libraries and exchange of external files. The paper
discusses the authors’ own method of analysing software products and visualizing the interaction of
programs to be studied by the Expert subsequently. The work of the method is based on the gener-
alized model of interactions set analytically. The authors describe the results of the experiment with
the developed prototype, implementing this method for five standardized and qualitatively different
software products. The results of the experiment are analyzed by the expert from the point of view of
product information security. A conclusion is made about the necessity of automatizing the expert’s
work. For this purpose, we propose the corresponding algorithms as the pseudo-code.
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1 Introduction

The application of different software types is constantly growing – from home PCs and secret computer
centers to public and common use [27]. Obviously, this process is accompanied by numerous advantages
brought about by the automatization of life processes, improvement of life quality via robotechnics and
cybertechnology, exchange of data between any places in the world. Nevertheless, software, especially
if it is implemented in physical processes has some drawbacks. Thus, the malevolent code, for instance,
viruses in commonly used software products (e.g. for secure USB [29]), can bring about information
threats to more users than when this software is used rarely or is only for personal use. The situation
is aggravated by the fact that the malevolent code is developed on purpose, is implemented latently and
tends to look inconspicuous for antiviruses – all this makes it more difficult to reveal and neutralize [24].
In some cases, vulnerability of security can be revealed only manually by the Security Software Expert
(henceforth – the Expert). However, the task is being made much more difficult, because a far greater
number of software features is needed, which leads to a bigger size and composition of its particular
programs (such as executable files).
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Vulnerabilities are becoming more abstract – from quite simple low-level ones (for example, errors
in operations), via more complex ones of the intermediate level (for example, software implants in algo-
rithms) to the extremely complex one of the highest level (for example, vulnerabilities in architecture)
[11]. In order to reveal and analyse those, the Expert might need to form in his mind the general picture
of software operation, the sophisticated interconnections of its components, their peculiarities and met-
rics [12]. Thus, for example, the non-typical fetching of the cryptographic calculations program by the
other program working with the network can be a sign of the leakage of confidential data (usernames,
passwords, etc.) This is a pressing challenge for information security.

To deal with this challenge in the past the method of visualizing the interactions of programs for
the purpose of auditing information security of the operation system (henceforth – OS) was used. The
method was tested at the IEEE-conference [10]; also, its performance was tested partially for Linux
family programs. It was demonstrated that the analysis of big software products (a huge number of
programs, complex connection of different types, the wide use of system libraries, etc. [26]) would
be difficult for the Expert even with the total visualization of their interactions. Thus, a conclusion
can be made that it would be useful to develop intelligent algorithms of automatic processing of such
information. In the latter case, of course, we mean the work not with the graphical representation of
interactions between programs, but with a textual description of interactions in the formalized graph-
based form.

To make the method intelligent, an improved prototype was developed (henceforth – the Prototype),
which has more functions and works in the environment and with Windows files. One of its practi-
cal peculiarities is the fact that the architecture of the Prototype allows implementing new processing
algorithms without significant adaptation, i.e. to extend it in terms of intellectualization.

The essence of the proposed approach is statistical analysis of all executable files of the software
product with the aim of detecting data flows between them. The construction of the interactions model
based on the results will allow both using formal algorithms of intelligent analysis and providing the
Expert with the information about interaction in the intuitively understandable way.

Our results were novel, because, unlike most instruments of statistical analysis aimed exclusively
at work with separate files, the proposed approach is aimed at processing the whole set of files within
the same software product. Moreover, if the existing solutions are aimed at automatic search for for-
malized vulnerabilities, the aim of our method is to search for poorly formalized weaknesses in product
architectures, using the Expert’s manual work.

Our research procedure can be described as follows. At first, using the developed scheme of the
visualization method, we created the Prototype, working in the Windows environment. Prototype settings
allow us to control the quality of the obtained visualization. After that we conducted an experiment by
using the Prototype for five typical and qualitatively different software products. The obtained results
were analyzed from the point of view of auditing inter-software interactions from the information security
perspective. The conclusions were made that visualization of interactions suits the Expert only in some
cases, and, in order to improve his efficiency intelligent analysis algorithms, have to be used. Finally, on
the basis of the conducted experiment and the previous experience of the authors [8] 8 such algorithms
were proposed, including the formal view of those.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the works devoted to the issues of software
analysis and visualization. Section 3 gives a brief description of the obtained results as the authors’
intelligent visualization method. Also, this section describes the implementation of the method as the
Windows Prototype. Section 4 discusses the experiment of using the Prototype for a number of popular
software products. Based on the results of the experiment and the authors’ practical experience, Sec-
tion 5 briefly describes the algorithms of analysis of interactions. The obtained results are discussed in
Section 6.
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2 State of Art

Let us discuss briefly the works devoted to the ways of analysing software products, as well as the
methods of visualizing their characteristics.

[45] proposes the method of Security Engineering Risk Analysis (SERA), which allows forecasting
the risks of software security during its lifetime and updates. 3 main vulnerability causes are specified –
design drawback, realization errors and incorrect configuration.

[2] describes the approach aimed at revealing the risks of information security in software products
architecture. For this purpose, the formalization of attack scripts and security metrics with the help of
the object constraint language (OCL) is used. Such attack scripts as Man-In-The-Middle, Denial-Of-
Service, Data Tampering Attack and Injection Attack are described. Also, the following security metrics
for architecture are discussed: Attack Surface, Compartmentalization, Fail Securely, Defense-In-Depth
(Layered Security), Isolation Metric.

[46] is devoted to checking the security of the applied software product of the system by analysing
system calls of its constituting programs. In order to obtain the sequence of calls, associative rules are
used. After that they can be stored in the unified database and used for detecting malicious software.
Experiments prove the efficiency of the proposed solution.

[1] compares the tools of statistical analysis of the source code, such as WASP Yasca Project, Find-
Bugs and Microsoft Code Analysis Tool.NET (CAT.NET). The tools are used for the analysis of the
source, bite- and binary codes, correspondingly.

[23] describes a method of fighting with the hidden features of software by analysing its architecture.
For this purpose, the authors, among other methods, suggest using Software Architecture Visualization
and Evaluation (SAVE). During the experiment the “image” of high-level vulnerability of the backdoor
type was obtained. Using it, the intruder can get non-sanctioned access to the system with the adminis-
trator’s rights.

[7] describes the interface which is supposed to help the user in choosing the method and visual-
ization settings of the software, in particular, its external architecture and inner content. An example of
two-dimensional visualization of relations between OSGi packages can be found in Figure 1.

[42] reviews the methods of 3D visualization of software, which are going to replace 2D very soon.
The following types of quasi 3D-visualization are mentioned: Augmented 2D views, Adapted 2D views
and Inherent 3D application domain views.

[37] describes interactive tools for representing the architecture of the real application with the help
of the 3D virtual reality headset. Dependencies between packages are visualized with the help of the
lines, whose color depends on the direction of interconnection (import or export).

[31] develops quite an interesting idea of “gamification of software development”, i.e. the creation of
a computer game analog. The interactive tool CityVR for software visualization is proposed. It is based
on virtual reality and involves users in the development process.

[30] discusses the influence of visualization methods when solving various software-related tasks.
A scene visualization experiment is carried out using such methods as a standard computer screen, an
immersive 3D environment and a physical 3D printed model. It is demonstrated that every method has
its own advantages.

[17] proves the advantages of using new VR technology, such as Oculus Rift, in different spheres.
[33] suggests the visualization framework for developing secure software. The framework allows

developers to assess the complexity of a code and visualize the relations between classes and created
objects.

The experience of researching information systems from the point of view of their information secu-
rity suggests that this process can be divided into four major stages: information collection, data prepa-
ration, data processing and visualization of results. Based on the previously noted difficulties of manual
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Figure 1: An example of two-dimensional visualization of relations between OSGi packages

analysis by the Expert of program interactions, it is advisable to add between the third and fourth stages
an auxiliary stage intelligent analysis, which provides the last stage with information more adapted for
the Expert. Let us compare the papers from the review from the point of view of their applicability for
creating each of the stages (Table 1) in the interests of solving the problem considered in the paper. At
the same time, the approach proposed in the paper should obviously include and fully implement all 5
stages.

In spite of the fact that some studies of the above issues do exist, no comprehensive and ultimate
solution has been found yet. Thus, besides possessing high relevance, our method, is quite novel as well.
Now we are going to give its general description. We will also demonstrate the process and the results
of some experiments with the practical implementation of the method.

3 Visualization and analysis

3.1 Types of programs

Big software products are actually sets of particular interacting pieces of software, which, among other
functions, ensure data flows exchange. In some cases, the analysis of these flows allows us to find
vulnerabilities, and the complexity and poor formalization of such analysis requires the Expert’s manual
operations.

This is the list of the main types of programs for the majority of operating systems:

a) PE-programs (PE), characteristic for the Windows family, including DLL (Dynamic-link library)
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Paper Information
collection

Data
preparation

Data
processing

Intelligent
analysis Visualization

[45] Partially No Partially Partially No
[2] Partially Partially Partially Yes No
[46] Yes Yes Yes Partially No
[1] No Yes Partially No No
[23] No Partially Partially Partially Partially
[7] No No Yes Partially Yes
[42] No No Partially No Partially
[37] Partially Partially Yes No Yes
[31] No Partially No No Partially
[30] Partially No Partially Partially Yes
[17] No No Partially No Yes
[33] No Partially No Yes Partially

This paper Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Table 1: Comparative analysis of the possibility of using the results of various papers

libraries (of the same format and features) [39];

b) ELF-programs (ELF), characteristic for the Linux family, similar to PE-files (instead of DLL the
so-called shared objects are used) [22];

c) JBC-programs (JBC), consisting of the bite code, executable on Java by the virtual machine, [4];

d) CIL-programs (CIL), also consisting of the bite code, executable on .Net by the virtual machine
[16];

e) scripts such as Ruby and Python, executable by various interpreters and containing the source code
[13].

It should be pointed out that each of the mentioned program types can be involved in interaction.
However, it is worth while using various graphical objects (by shape, color, etc.) when dividing them
during visualization.

3.2 Types of interactions

Programs within one product (including OS), as a rule, exchange information. Otherwise, it would be
useless to unite them logically. This exchange is provided by various program interactions. The basic
ones are as follows:

a) Direct Call or when the control is directly transferred from one program to the other one (including
parallel, when the program calls the other one and continues running itself);

b) Direct Import or connecting to the program of dynamic libraries (with subsequent call of functions
from them);

c) Indirect Swap or transferring information from one program to the other via temporary files (for
example, the program writes data into the file which will be read by the other program).
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The determination of direct import is the easiest one, because this information is stored in the exe-
cutable file header (ELF or PE). For determining direct interaction, the complex analysis of the machine,
bite or script code of the program will be needed. Indirect swap is seen as a more difficult task, because,
besides code analysis, interconnections must be restored via temporary files.

It should be pointed out that although highly complex and specific ways of interaction do exist (via
RPC, sockets, etc), they are not discussed here.

3.3 The model of interaction

Using the above types of programs and interactions, the authors have developed the generalized model,
which can be written down formally as follows:

Model = 〈Levels | Relations〉
Levels =

⋃
Leveli

Leveli = 〈ProgramType | Programs〉
ProgramType ∈ {PE, ELF,JBC,CIL,Script}

Programs =
⋃

Program j

Program j = ProgramFilename
Relations =

⋃
Relationk

Relationk = 〈RelationType | RelationDirection〉
RelationType ∈ {DirectCall, DirectImport, IndirectSwap}

RelationDirection =
〈
ProgramFrom

∣∣ ProgramTo
〉

ProgramFrom,ProgramTo ∈ Program j

.

The model introduces the following entities and determines their relations:

• The model consists of Levels (sets of elements Leveli) and Relations (sets of elements Relationk);

• Leveli consists of program types (ProgramType) and Programs (sets of elements Program j) of these
types (determined by the paths to them);

• Program types include PE, ELF, JBC, CIL, Script;

• Relationk consists of relation type (RelationType) and relation direction (RelationDirection);

• Interaction types consist of DirectCall, DirectImport, IndirectSwap;

• Relation direction consists of the paths of program-source (ProgramFrom) and program-recipient
(ProgramTo).

The visualization method was developed using the proposed model.

3.4 The visualization method

The developed method, described in our previous works, provides the visualization of the relation of
programs and consists of the following seven steps.

At Step 1 the following general preparatory actions are carried out, such as showing the paths with
programs for visualization of interactions, the settings of the programs processing procedure, etc.

At Step 2 the files are scanned by determining and selecting them, as well as parsing internal formats.
During Steps 3 and 4 the types of scanned programs are determined, as well as the types of relations

between them.
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Step 5 is the main one for the operation of the method, because it builds the model of interactions,
which takes into account the features of the program and suits for analysis and visualization.

The intellectualization of the method is provided by Step 6, which makes it possible to use the algo-
rithms of processing a model (representing a certain graph) with the aim of selecting meta-information,
which will help the Expert to analyse visualization effectively.

It would be useful to employ machine learning methods at this stage [32, 35, 6, 20, 41]. Let us
describe how it can be done:

• the classification will make it possible to detect malicious programs by patterns (for example, by
dividing all programs into security classes);

• the detection of anomalies will help find programs which do not work in a typical (secure) manner;

• clusterization will allow us to detect logical groups in interacting programs, i.e. clusters, which
will help the Expert to reconstruct the general architecture of the product;

• regression can provide information about the tendencies in the development of various versions of
the product, which can, in this way, help us to understand deviations from it;

• reducing dimensionality optimizes the display of interactions during visualization, eliminating the
information which is not relevant for the Expert.

Algorithmically, the method has the following code – Algorithm 1.
The algorithm at the input takes the path to the product, the interactions of the programs of which

must be analysed, and returns the visual representation of this algorithm at the output. The body of the
algorithm consists of the consecutive performance of all the steps of the visualization method: reviewing
options, scanning files, obtaining the types of files and types of their interactions, building the model
itself, using intelligent algorithms while obtaining additional meta-information, generating the image
code by the model and meta-information (for example, in the DOT-format), as well as the creation of the
final image. The algorithm is the main branch of the work of the method.

3.5 Intelligent analysis

Step 6 (intelligent analysis) is quite important and interesting (from the theoretical and practical perspec-
tives) for the following reason. All the other Steps can be considered quite standard for this type of tasks,
and this step depends directly on the analysis of the peculiarities of a software product and reflects the
aim of the Expert’s work – information security auditing.

The present article is devoted specifically to the study of the possibility of implementing this step.
The basic variants of the algorithms of the step will be described later.

3.6 The prototype

For the purposes of this study, during the practical application of the visualization method the prototype
of visualization software for Windows was developed. C# was selected as the programming language,
because it allows fast and simple development and high speed of performance. Microsoft being its
developer, it is close to Windows and it has a lot of libraries, which can be used for intelligent analysis
(for example, ML.Net and Accord.Net for machine learning). The prototype is now at the stage of
copyright registration.

The prototype (the name of the launched file: PeLinkScan.exe has the following functional possi-
bilities and limitations, because the aim of the Prototype was the study of hypothetical possibilities of
intelligent analysis:
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Algorithm 1: VisualizationMethod
Input:
Path – Path to software product for analysis
Output:
Image – Image for visualization of a program interaction

1 begin
// Step 1

2 Options = ParseOptions();
// Step 2

3 List〈File〉 Files = ScanFiles(Path, Options.ForScan);
4 List〈Type〉 Types;
5 List〈Relation〉 Relations;

// Step 3

6 foreach File in Files do
7 Type = GetType(File);
8 Types.Add(Type);
9 end

// Step 4

10 foreach File in Files do
11 RelationsInFile = GetRelations(File);
12 Relations.Add(RelationsInFile);
13 end

// Step 5

14 Model = BuildModel(Files, Types, Relations, Options.ForBuild);
// Step 6

15 MetaInfo = IntelligentAlgorithms(Model, Options.ForAlgs);
// Step 7

16 ImageCode = GenerateImageCode(Model, MetaInfo, Options.ForImage);
17 Image = BuildImage(ImageCode);
18 return Image;
19 end

• work in the Windows environment;

• work only with PE-files (including DLL);

• work only with the direct import of libraries;

• the OnlyForPart mode (optional): only imported libraries, belonging to this software (i.e. without
system ones) are taken into account;

• the minimal optimization of operation speed;

• omission of programs, which are not interacting with anyone (i.e. the ones representing separately
standing objects during visualization);

• the generation of interactions visualization in the DOT language (description by the graph; repre-
sented graphically with the help of special programs and Internet resources).
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The possible intelligent analysis algorithms will be discussed later. In order for the Prototype to
work, the path of the software product must be specified. Its files will be processed, which will result in
the visualization of interactions. During the visualization of final programs, not imported by the others,
the rectangle shape is used, while for the others – the ellipsis shape; the shapes of the programs which are
part of the product are highlighted green, the system ones – grey; the fact that programs have interacted is
reflected by the line between the shapes. The width of this line is calculated by the following formula (for
smoothing the lines): width = log(numO f Funct), where width is the width of the line, numO f Funct –
the number of functions imported from programs.

4 The experiment

The visualization of any software product has its own topology, peculiarities and, as a result, factors
which can hypothetically disrupt information security. By way of example, let us describe the visualiza-
tion of five software products, the first two of which (Windows Photo Viewer and Windows Media Player)
are part of Windows 10 Home, the third one (VMware Workstation Pro 16) is quite popular for solving
the task of virtualizing the OS, the fourth one (Microsoft Office Professional Plus 2019) is produced by
Microsoft (as well as the first two ones), and the fifth one (Paint.Net) is the non-commercial graphic
editor (by license agreement), which has proved its worth. The latter product, as it will be shown later,
will be the most interesting one in terms of analysis of visualization and interactions in it.

4.1 Windows Photo Viewer (Windows 10 Home)

The product is a part of Windows 10 by the standard path “C:\Program Files\Windows Photo Viewer\”
and is aimed at viewing graphic images. As it is quite compact (5 Mb) and has few files (eight executable
ones), let us describe in more detail the process of visualizing interactions of software in it.

Running the Prototype for this product with the command prompt

PeLinkScan . exe ”C:\ Program F i l e s \Windows Photo Viewer \” − O n l y F o r P a r t

will lead to the execution of the visualization method by scanning Windows Photo Viewer files, building
the interaction model, its processing and visualization; the OnlyForPart option points out that we should
analyze and visualize only the programs which are part of the product (i.e. without importing system
libraries). At the output the Prototype will generate the following description of interactions graphs in
the Dot format:

d i g r a p h G {
2 [ l a b e l = ” ImagingEngine . d l l ” , shape = ” e l l i p s e ” , s t y l e = ” f i l l e d ” ,

f i l l c o l o r = ” g r e e n ” ] ;
3 [ l a b e l = ” PhotoAcq . d l l ” , shape = ” e l l i p s e ” , s t y l e = ” f i l l e d ” ,

f i l l c o l o r = ” g r e e n ” ] ;
4 [ l a b e l = ” PhotoBase . d l l ” , shape = ” r e c t ” , s t y l e = ” f i l l e d ” ,

f i l l c o l o r = ” g r e e n ” ] ;
2 −> 4 [ penwid th = 4 ] ;
3 −> 4 [ penwid th = 4 ] ;

}

According to the above description the graph consists of 3 nodes, corresponding to file names Imag-
ingEngine.dll, PhotoAcq.dll, PhotoBase.dll. The first two nodes are ellipse-shaped, and the last one is
a rectangle, because it does not import other libraries (it should be reminded that the import of system
libraries is not considered). All nodes are highlighted green, because they are a part of the product.
Also, the first two programs import the third one (which is written down as “2 → 4” and “3 → 4” in
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the description of the graphs). The lines in the graph corresponding to this have the same width 4, be-
cause the number of imported functions coincides or nearly coincides. The graphic representation of
such interactions (i.e. direct visualization, suitable for the Expert for analysis purposes), obtained via
https:dreampuf.github.io (the visualization engine mode – FDP), is presented in Figure 2

Figure 2: Visualization of interactions for the product “Windows Photo Viewer” (Windows 10 Home)

The Expert’s main conclusion is that the product simplicity does not presuppose potential “security
holes”.

4.2 Windows Media Player (Windows 10 Home)

This product, as well as the previous one is a part of Windows 10 by the standard path “C:\Program
Files\Windows Media Player\” and serves for playing audio and video files. The product is also quite
compact (3 Mb), though it has far more files (26 files, 17 of which are executable).

If the Prototype of this product is run with the key OnlyForPart, the graph will be empty, because
(as will be shown later) its programs do not import each other, i.e. they are isolated from the direct
import perspective. It should be pointed out that they can exchange information using other mentioned
interaction types – direct, indirect swap (and also not considered RPC, via sockets, etc.)

The call of the prototype for the product without the key OnlyForPart will cause only the generation
of the description of interactions with the following graphical representation (Figure 3).

Unfortunately, it is difficult to read the text in Figure 3) (high sparsity of the nodes, while the size of
the text is small) due to the peculiarities of the visualization engine operation. However, the problem can
be solved by scaling, as well as studying graphs in editors working with the SVG format (into which the
obtained graph can be transformed, too). It can be also seen in the figure that out of 17 programs of the
product only 10 import any system libraries; the others have no imports at all.

The Expert’s main conclusion is that (as it was found earlier), programs of the product do not import
each other, realizing in this way isolated features. Therefore, if one of the programs has a virus, it will
not influence the security of others. Also, studying the assignments of imported system libraries (nodes
highlighted grey) will enable us to understand the assignment of the product programs, revealing the
suspicious ones – for example, for the case when the text editor is importing network libraries extensively.

4.3 VMware Workstation Pro 16

The product is quite well-known and often used when solving virtualization tasks (for example, for the
operation in the Linux family for Windows); it is installed by the standard path: “C:\Program Files
(x86)\VMware\VMware Workstation\”. The product is an average one, compared to the others (the
size is 1 GB), containing 319 files (127 – executable).

The graphical representation of interactions can be found in Figure 4.
The Expert’s main conclusions are as follows.
Firstly, several central nodes, are imported most often by the others: zlib1.dll (the compression

library), sigc-2.0.dll (standard library C++ for typesafe callbacks), vmwarewui.dll and vmwarecui.dll
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Figure 3: Visualization of interactions for the product Windows Media Player (Windows 10 Home)

Figure 4: Visualization of interactions for the product VMware Workstation Pro 16

(service libraries VMware). The Expert should pay particular attention to their security, because, if they
are infected, it will influence the other programs of the product.
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Secondly, during visualization a certain clusterization of the nodes into 3 groups (marked by red
rectangles) has already occurred, which is a sign of a certain logical structure of the product; it will allow
the Expert to reveal high level (architecture) vulnerabilities.

Thirdly, there are two isolated nodes (marked by blue rectangles) in the graph: vnetinst.dll and
vnetlib64.dll, responsible for VMware Network Driver. Their presence can also be interpreted as a sep-
arate utility program in the product, which means that the same study approach as to the whole product
should be applied to (for example, searching for in points and analysis of command line options).

4.4 Microsoft Office Professional Plus 2019

The product is a popular set of office applications (Word, Excel, Access etc.) produced by Microsoft; it is
installed by a standard path “C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Office\root\Office16\” and is used for
working with huge numbers of documents of different types. The product can be considered quite big
(the size 1.5 Gb) – it consists of 3007 files (877 of which are executable).

It is obvious that for such a large number of files using the Prototype without the OnlyForPart mode
will turn out to be not very useful, therefore let us provide here the graphical representation of interactions
with the turned-on mode (Figure 5).

The Expert’s main conclusion is that the visualization of products with such a big number of files is
practically useless for the Expert. Nevertheless, proceeding from the graph topology (close to a star), he
can assume that there is a certain core of closely interconnected programs in the product, which use a
lot of secondary libraries. Consequently, this core is the attraction center for implanting the malevolent
code by the intruder.

4.5 Paint.Net

The product is extremely popular with IT-specialists from different spheres, who need a graphic editor
(developers, designers, scientists, etc.), because of its minimalism, features and high speed of operation.
It is installed by the standard path “C:\Program Files\paint.net\”. In terms of size it occupies a position
between small and intermediate (among the considered products) – 100 Mb, with 321 files (129 of which
are executable). As it will be demonstrated later, this product is quite interesting from the point of view
of Expert’s analysis from the information security perspective.

The interaction of the product programs presents 2 unconnected graphs, which are shown in Figure 5
and Figure 6.

The Expert’s main conclusions are as follows. Firstly, the division of interactions into 2 graphs tells
us that either there are two separate sub-products in the product, or that the architecture can be logically
divided into 2 layers. Our more detailed analysis proved that the second option is correct.

For example, in the first graph (see. Figure 6)) the central node-program is ucrtbase.dll (dynamic
link library file of Microsoft Visual C++), which imports a lot of other auxiliary libraries (with prefixes
api-ms-win-code). This graph can be interpreted as the layer of the product’s interaction with the OS.
Thus, most interactions of the product with the OS will take place via it, and it is critical in terms of
malevolent leakage or data modification.

The second graph (see. Figure 7)) does not have a central node, though the following nodes can
be equivalently pseudo-central: msvcp140.dll, msvcp140 2.dll, vcruntime140.dll, vcruntime140 1.dll,
PaintDotNet.SystemLayer.Native.x86.dll, PaintDotNet.SystemLayer.Native.x64.dll. The analysis of exe-
cution logic should start from them. The graph should be interpreted as the layer of the business logic of
the product.

Secondly, we can notice that the api-ms-win-crt prefix are quite often used by the others; the Expert
should pay particular attention to them.
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Figure 5: Visualization of interactions for the product Microsoft Office Professional Plus 2019

An important conclusion to be made from the examples of visualization of interactions of various
software products is that the obtained graphic image suits well for the Expert’s analysis only when the
size is small, and sometimes – when the size is intermediate. In the general case we have to develop
the algorithms, processing the graphs of links and providing the Expert with meta-information (as the
information based on the already collected information), which will increase its efficiency of searching
for the weak spots in the products.

5 Algorithms of analysis

Based on the example of visualization of various products, as well on the authors’ vast experience in the
field of information security of software systems, we can offer the following algorithms, which will allow
us to automatize the Expert’s manual efforts aimed at visual auditing of inter-software connections. This
is supposed to increase the Expert’s efficiency: analysis time will be reduced, demands to qualifications
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Figure 6: Visualization of interactions for the product Paint.Net (part 1)

will be reduced, more potentially weak spots will be revealed. It is important to point out that, although
the basic one was the work of the Prototype supporting only PE-file with direct import, the algorithms
can be used for analysing any types of programs and interactions.

We are going to describe briefly 8 algorithms, the first 5 of which have been compiled on the basis of
the analysis of visualization examples, while the source of the last 3 is the previous authors’ experience.
As a matter of fact, each algorithm is a part of the procedure IntelligentAlgorithms() from the algorithmic
code method (Algorithm 2).

Algorithm 2: IntelligentAlgorithms
Input:
Model – Model of program interaction
OptionsForAlgs – Options for algorithms
Output:
MetaInfo – Meta information with results of intelligent algorithms

1 begin
2 MetaInfo.Alg3 = Algorithm 3(Model, OptionsForAlgs);
3 MetaInfo.Alg4 = Algorithm 4(Model, OptionsForAlgs);
4 ...
5 MetaInfo.Alg10 = Algorithm 10(Model, OptionsForAlgs);
6 return MetaInfo;
7 end

The algorithm at the input takes the model, built by the algorithm of the main branch of the method
(VisualizationMethod), as well as some options related to the work of intelligent algorithms. At the
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Figure 7: Visualization of interactions for the product Paint.Net (part 2)

output meta-information, obtained as a result of the work of all algorithms, is returned. The algorithm
body consists of the consecutive call of each intelligent algorithm, while the results of their work are
stored in the retrieved structure.

5.1 Detection of program clusters

The algorithm is aimed at detecting logically connected programs, which can be interpreted as the archi-
tectural module of the product [40, 34].

The principle of the algorithm’s work is based on using machine learning methods with respect to
clusterization.

In terms of information security, it will allow us to detect high-level interactions between clusters
[36], “the suspiciousness” of which can give us a hint at the architectural vulnerabilities of the product.

Algorithmically, the algorithm has the following code – Algorithm 3.
The algorithm at the input takes the model, built by the algorithm of the main branch of the method

(VisualizationMethod), as well as some options related to its work. At the output the interactions between
various clusters of programs return. The body of the algorithm consists of using machine learning with
respect to clusterization for detecting the groups of related programs. Following that the information
about all interactions of programs in different clusters is collected. This information is recorded in the
retrieved structure.
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Algorithm 3: DetectionOfProgramClusters
Input:
Model – Model of a program interaction
OptionsForAlgs – Options for algorithms
Output:
Relations – All relations between clusters of a program interaction

1 begin
2 List<Relations> Relations;
3 Clusters = MachineLearning.Clustering(Model.Graph);
4 foreach ClusterFrom in Clusters do
5 foreach ClusterTo in Clusters do
6 if ClusterFrom == ClusterTo then
7 continue;
8 end
9 Relations12 = FindRelations(ClusterFrom, ClusterTo);

10 Relations.Add(Relations12);
11 end
12 end
13 return Relations;
14 end

5.2 Detection of several unconnected sub-graphs of interactions

The algorithm is aimed at determining the programs, whose interactions take place only within the frame-
work of separate groups. The algorithm differs from the previous one by more rigid terms, because
Algorithm 3 presupposes that such groups must have occasional interactions with each other, too.

The principle of the algorithm’s operation is based on coloring the nodes of the graphs [38], in such a
way that all the nearest nodes should be the same color. This will ensure coloring the groups in different
colors.

In terms of information security the data of the group will denote two things: subdivision into internal
sub-products – which will require using the same analysis approaches, as to a separate product, and
division into architectural layers – the analysis of the assignment of which (for example, by program
composition) will be a sign of the alternative (compared to the modular type) architecture division and
will add its own peculiarities with regard to information security.

Algorithmically, the algorithm has the following code – Algorithm 4.
The algorithm at the input takes the model, built by the algorithm of the main branch of the method

(VisualizationMethod), as well as some of the options related to its work. At the output the descriptions
of the sub-graphs of programs in the model, not interacting with each other, are retrieved. The body of
the algorithm consists of coloring the nodes of the graphs in such a way that all the nearest nodes should
be the same color. After that all the programs connected with the nodes of the same color are united into
sub-graphs and retrieved as a list.

5.3 Detecting the anomalies of outgoing interactions

The algorithm is aimed at detecting the nodes-programs, which are widely interacting with the others.
The principle of the algorithm is based on two approaches. Firstly, the direct comparison of the

number of outgoing edges (i.e. the ones with a direction) with a certain extreme value set by the Expert;
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Algorithm 4: DetectionOfSeveralUnconnectedSubGraphsOfInteractions
Input:
Model – Model of a program interaction
OptionsForAlgs – Options for algorithms
Output:
SubGraphs – Sub-graphs at graph of a program interaction

1 begin
2 List<Graph> SubGraphs;
3 NumOfColors = MarkNearNodesBySameColor(Model.Graph);
4 for Color = 1 .. NumOfColors do
5 Nodes = FindNodesByColor(Color);
6 Graph = CreateGraph(Nodes);
7 SubGraphs.Add(Graph);
8 end
9 return SubGraphs;

10 end

an anomaly occurs when this value is exceeded [19, 14]. Secondly, the use of machine learning methods
with respect to anomalies for detecting an excessive number of outgoing edges.

From the information security perspective such nodes with anomalies can be interpreted as in points
of the product, and the study of program execution security must start with them.

Algorithmically, the algorithm has the following code – Algorithm 5 (using the first approach (i.e.
based on the extreme value).

Algorithm 5: DetectingTheAnomaliesOfOutgoingInteractions
Input:
Model – Model of a program interaction
OptionsForAlgs – Options for algorithms
Output:
AnomalyNodes – Nodes with anomaly outcome relations

1 begin
2 List<Node> AnomalyNodes;
3 foreach Node in Model.Nodes do
4 if Node.OutcomeRelations.Count > MAX OUTCOME RELATIONS then
5 AnomalyNodes.Add(Node);
6 end
7 end
8 return AnomalyNode;
9 end

The algorithm at the input takes the model, built by the algorithm of the main branch of the method
(VisualizationMethod), as well as some of the options related to its work. At the output the nodes which
have an anomalously high number of interactions with other programs are retrieved. The body of the
algorithm consists of visiting the nodes of the graphs of the model and checking whether the number
of outgoing connections is exceeded or not. All the nodes satisfying this condition are included in the
retrieved structure.
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5.4 Detecting the anomalies of incoming interactions

The algorithm is aimed at detecting nodes-programs, with which the others interact a lot.
The principle of the algorithm is based on the same approaches as Algorithm 5 – the comparison

with the peak value of the incoming ones and the detection of anomalies in a similar manner.
From the information security perspective, the nodes are of special interest for the Expert, because

their vulnerability can put the work of all other nodes-programs at risk (using them for information
exchange).

Algorithmically, the algorithm has the following code – Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6: DetectingTheAnomaliesOfIncomingInteractions
Input:
Model – Model of a program interaction
OptionsForAlgs – Options for algorithms
Output:
AnomalyNodes – Nodes with anomaly income relations

1 begin
2 List<Node> AnomalyNodes;
3 foreach Node in Model.Nodes do
4 if Node.IncomeRelations.Count > MAX INCOME RELATIONS then
5 AnomalyNodes.Add(Node);
6 end
7 end
8 return AnomalyNode;
9 end

The algorithm at the input takes the model built by the algorithm of the main branch of the method
(VisualizationMethod), as well as some of the options related to its work. At the output all the nodes with
which other programs have an anomalously high number of interactions are retrieved. The body of the
algorithm consists of visiting all the nodes of the graphs of the model and checking whether the number
of incoming connections is exceeded or not. All the nodes satisfying this condition are included in the
retrieved structure.

5.5 Determining the characteristics by external interactions

The algorithm is aimed at compiling a set of characteristics for each node in terms of assigning the
nodes interacting with it (including external programs and, in particular, system libraries of the OS).
For instance, if one program interacts with the libraries of logging and work with the network, and the
second one – with the libraries of logging and authentication, then we can claim that the first one can
hypothetically write down the network exchange data in the log, (for example, the user’s messages), and
the second one – the data of the account (for example, the username and the password). In this case the
Expert’s analysis vector, obviously, will be different.

The principle of the algorithm’s operation is based on selecting the categories of programs (network,
authentication, etc.), defining the degree of including nodes-programs to these categories by interactions
with the corresponding programs, adjustments of these degrees in case of indirect interactions, etc.

From the information security perspective, this information will provide the Expert with the oppor-
tunity to determine the vector of the characteristics of each node-program, which will allow us to restore
functional and goal-oriented connections in the product [21].
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Algorithmically, the algorithm has the following code – Algorithm 7.

Algorithm 7: DeterminingTheCharacteristicsByExternalInteractions
Input:
Model – Model of a program interaction
OptionsForAlgs – Options for algorithms
Output:
NodesMetric – Hash container with nodes and metric of interacting programs

1 begin
2 Hash<Node, List<Category>> NodesMetric;
3 foreach Node in Model.Nodes do
4 if Node.Program.IsPartOfProduct then
5 foreach NodeTo in Nodes.OutcomeNodes do
6 if !NodeTo.Program.IsPartOfProduct then
7 CategoryId = GetCategoryId(NodeTo.Program);
8 NodesMetric[Node][CategoryId] ++;
9 end

10 end
11 end
12 end
13 return NodesMetric;
14 end

The algorithm at the input takes the model, built by the algorithm of the main branch of the method
(VisualizationMethod), as well as some of the options related to its work. At the output the hash is
returned, in which the key is the node of the model graph, and the value – the list of external programs
(for example, the system of libraries) for different categories, with which the program interacts in this
node. There is a list of numbers in the hash value, and each of these numbers equals the program counter
of a certain category. The algorithm body consists of visiting all the nodes of the model graph, with
which program products are associated. For each such node-program the programs are visited not from
the product, with which it is connected in the graph. After that, the category of non-product programs is
determined, according to which the counter is incremented, which is connected with the product program.
So, as a result, a certain array of counters turns out to be connected with each program from the product.
This array presents a certain program metrics and is included in the retrieved hash.

5.6 Determining the cycles and their quantity

The algorithm is aimed at revealing the cyclic character of program interaction. In some cases (mainly,
for direct import) it can be a sign of incorrect product design – due to incorrect division of features into
programs [18].

The working principle of the algorithm is based on using standard techniques of detecting cycles in
the graphs, using depth-first traversal and coloring the nodes.

From the information security perspective, such an anomalous topology of interactions can be a sign
not only of certain “blunders” made by developers, but also of the possibility of the intruder’s imple-
menting the malevolent code. The last fact may be caused by the intruder (not being a developer) having
no deep knowledge about the architecture of the product and not always being able to implement his
code correctly. The number of cycles in this case will be a signal of the degree of disrupting architecture.
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Algorithmically, the algorithm has the following code – Algorithm 8.

Algorithm 8: DeterminingTheCyclesAndTheirQuantity
Input:
Model – Model of a program interaction
OptionsForAlgs – Options for algorithms
Output:
HasLoops – Boolean flag of loops at program interaction
Loops – List of loops in model of a program interaction

1 begin
2 Loops = DetectLoops(Model.Graph);
3 HasLoops = (Loops.Count != 0);
4 return (HasLoops, Loops);
5 end

The algorithm at the input takes the model, built by the algorithm of the main branch of the method
(VisualizationMethod), as well as some of the options related to its work. At the output the flag indicating
the presence of cycles returns to the graph of the model, as well as to the nodes of these cycles. The
algorithm of defining cycles in the graph is a standard one and is realized by the double coloring of the
nodes – during traversal in the direct and opposite directions. The flag of the presence of the cycles and
their composition are included in the retrieved structure.

5.7 Determination of trusted routes of interactions

The algorithm is aimed at determining the characteristics of the paths of interactions (routes), passing
through the programs of various degrees of trust (similar to [25]).

The working principle of the algorithm is based on searching for all possible paths from one node to
the other one with the subsequent check of the trustworthiness degree of their nodes [3].

From the information security perspective, the algorithm can be used as follows. Based on his anal-
ysis, the Expert can determine (or consider from the very beginning) some of the nodes-programs as
secure, i.e. trusted [28]. The others, unknown and unstudied programs will initially be considered po-
tentially dangerous – i.e. untrusted. Thus, we can follow the path of the interaction of one program with
the other one – for example, the user’s window with the network library. If all interaction routes pass
only through trusted programs, the potential threat of the account’s leakage will be reduced. Otherwise,
if some paths go through untrusted programs, the degree of the current threat can be assessed. This
information will allow the Expert to find the most critical spots in the product, requiring his paramount
attention.

Algorithmically, the algorithm has the following code – Algorithm 9.
The algorithm at the input takes the model, built by the algorithm of the main branch of the method

(VisualizationMethod), as well as some of the options related to its work – the pair of nodes, between
which trusted paths have to be found. At the output the number of paths between the two nodes of the
model graph, going through the trusted nodes, is retrieved. The body of the algorithm consists of visiting
all the model graph nodes and determining the fact of trusting the programs associated with them (for
example, using the database or the results of statistical analysis of vulnerabilities [30]). Using that,
subsequently, the search for the trusted paths into the graph is conducted (for example, the Dijkstra’s
algorithm) between the two nodes obtained from the options of the algorithm. The number of trusted
paths is written down in the retrieved structure.
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Algorithm 9: DeterminationOfTrustedRoutesOfInteractions
Input:
Model – Model of a program interaction
OptionsForAlgs – Options for algorithms (first and last program for analysis of trust path)
Output:
NumOfPath – Number of trusted paths

1 begin
2 Hash<Node, Bool> NodesTrust;
3 foreach Node in Model.Nodes do
4 IsTrust = GetTrust(Node.Program);
5 NodesTrust[Node] = IsTrust;
6 end
7 TrustedPath = FindTrustedPath(Model.Graph, NodesTrust, OptionsForAlgs.NodesPair);
8 NumOfPath = NumOfPath.Count;
9 return NumOfPath;

10 end

5.8 Classification of programs in terms of maliciousness

The algorithm is aimed at including the product programs to the classes pointing at the malicious nature
of their work [44, 5, 15].

The working principle of the algorithm is based on using machine learning with regard to classifica-
tion (for example, similar to [9]). For instance, the pairs of interacting programs can be used as features,
as well as the number (or in some cases the composition – as called and calling functions) of interac-
tions between them. The database of known malevolent programs, implemented in various products can
be used as the training sample, or, alternatively, the Expert’s experience obtained in the course of his
analysis.

Algorithmically, the algorithm has the following code – Algorithm 10.
The algorithm at the input takes the model, built by the algorithm of the main branch of the method

(VisualizationMethod), as well as some of the options related to its work – training data for machine
learning. At the output the class, into which this product was included, is retrieved. The algorithm body
consists of nested traversal of the nodes of the model graph and obtaining the list of pairs of programs.
Within the pair the first program is a part of the product, while the second one – is not (for example, as
a system library). Following that, a machine learning object (i.e. the model is created), which is trained
on the data from the options of the algorithm. Finally, the current product is classified according to the
list of the pairs of programs. The resulting class (in the simplest case – licensed or malevolent software)
is included in the retrieved structure.

From the information security perspective, the algorithm enables us to include all the programs to
certain classes denoting the proximity to this or that malevolent sample.

5.9 Comparison of algorithms

Each algorithm is designed to solve its own problem, while having certain properties. Let us compare
the proposed algorithms using the following five criteria for evaluating universal properties:

• Criterion 1 – the applicability of machine learning methods, which means following modern trends
and advances in the field of intelligent systems, which have advantages over the rules developed
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Algorithm 10: TheClassificationOfProgramsInTermsOfMaliciousness
Input:
Model – Model of a program interaction
OptionsForAlgs – Options for algorithms (input and output data for Machine Learning)
Output:
Class – Class of software product (by machine learning)

1 begin
2 List<Program, Program> Test;
3 foreach Node in Model.Nodes do
4 if Node.Program.IsPartOfProduct then
5 foreach NodeTo in Nodes.OutcomeNodes do
6 if !NodeTo.Program.IsPartOfProduct then
7 Test.Add(Node.Program, NodeTo.Program);
8 end
9 end

10 end
11 end
12 MachineLearning.Teach(Options.MLClsInput, Options.MLClsOutput);
13 Class = MachineLearning.Classification(Test);
14 return Class;
15 end

manually by experts based on their own experience: ”+” – the need for application, ”+/–” – possible
use, ”–” – non-use.

• Criterion 2 – the ability to directly search for malicious code, which corresponds to the extent to
which the algorithm allows you to search for such code without additional post-processing: ”+” –
direct search, ”+/–” – indirect search (i.e. determination of some of the features of such a code),
”–” to get meta information that will help in the search.

• Criterion 3 – the level of automation corresponding to the degree of the Expert’s involvement in
setting and managing the algorithm’s operation: ”+” – for full-fledged work without the participa-
tion of the Expert, ”+/–” – for the need for some adjustment of the parameters, ”–” – for the need
to adjust the key points of work.

• Criterion 4 – simplicity of implementation, the opposite of the complexity of bringing the algo-
rithm to a full-fledged solution: ”+” – if there are ready-made components for work, ”+/–” – if it
is necessary to refine existing components, ”–” – if it is necessary to conduct additional research
and development of components from scratch.

• Criterion 5 – comprehensibility of the application from the point of view of an Expert, the opposite
of his required qualifications: ”+” – with sufficient general knowledge in information security, ”–”
– if necessary to have some experience in the analysis of interactions of the software in terms of
information security, ”–” – with the need to be a security specialist for complex software.

The values of all criteria are chosen so that the algorithm with the ”+” value outperforms the other
algorithm with the ”–” value. This will allow you to enter the following scores for meeting the criteria:
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1 point – for ”+”, 0.5 point – for ”+/–” and 0 points – for ”–”. Thus, it will be possible to summarize the
points awarded for each algorithm, thereby making their quantitative comparison.

Let us give a comparative analysis of the algorithms from the point of view of the introduced criteria
(Table 2).

Algorithms Applicability
Direct

search of
malware

Work
automation

Ease of
implemen-

tation

Comprehen-
sibility for
an Expert

Points

Algorithm 3 + +/– – +/– +/– 2.5
Algorithm 4 – – + +/– +/– 2.0
Algorithm 5 +/– +/– +/– + – 2.5
Algorithm 6 +/– +/– +/– + – 2.5
Algorithm 7 +/– + +/– – + 3.0
Algorithm 8 – – + + – 2.0
Algorithm 9 – +/– – +/– +/– 1.5

Algorithm 10 + + +/– – – 2.5
Total points 3.5 4 4 4.5 2.5 18.5

Table 2: Comparative analysis of algorithms according to the entered criteria

The results of the analysis allow us to assert (see the column ”Points” in Table 2) that all algorithms
are assigned points in the range from 1.5 to 3.0, while the majority of them have scores 2.0 (2 algorithms)
and 2.5 (4 algorithms), and the rest (by 1 algorithm) are 0.5 points from the minimum and maximum
boundaries of the main ones. Therefore, it can be argued that, in general, the algorithms are fairly
equivalent. A deeper analysis of the particular values of their criteria suggests that each of the algorithms
has its own strengths (”+”) and weaknesses (”–”) sides.

A similar situation with a similar distribution is observed for the total scores of programs for each
of the criteria (see the line ”Total scores” in Table 2) – the values for the criteria range from 2.5 to 4.5,
which for all algorithms and criteria gives an average value 18.5

(8×5) ∼ 0.5 = ”+/–”. Consequently, the joint
(i.e. integrated) application of the algorithms will theoretically have averaged values according to the
criteria, which is undoubtedly a good result.

6 Discussion

As it was, to a certain degree, mentioned before, the visualization method (and, consequently, the Proto-
type) has a number of disadvantages.

Firstly, the visualization of big products significantly reduces the opportunities of the Analysis Ex-
pert. However, the proposed analysis algorithms are aimed at simplifying this type of analysis – by
automatization and selecting new meta-information. Moreover, other visualization types, in addition to
2D-graph can be used – for example, with the help of smart scaling, specialized tools of navigation in
the graph, 3D-models [43], augmented reality, etc.

Secondly, the Prototype and the obtained examples of visualization have been provided only for
PE-files, excluding the other program types. However, the aim of our article was to describe the very
approach to the analysis of software products, as well as the development of algorithms, making the
Expert’s work easier. For other types of programs this picture will not have any quantitative differences.

Thirdly, for the full-scale work of the method the support of much more complicated types of inter-
actions is needed, requiring syntactic and semantic analysis of the executable code. In some cases, the
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full or partial de-compilation of the latter will be required. However, the authors are interested in this
problem, too, and the ways to solve it will be described in their future articles.

And, finally, the use of the algorithms is not always a sign of an information security breach in a
software product. Nevertheless, this will all the same increase the efficiency of detecting threats, because
it will make the Expert’s work easier, and the Expert, as a rule, has limited personal time, psychic and
mental resources. The first fact follows from the idea that the updates of the product can appear more
often than when the Expert’s analysis is finished (because a deep analysis of the machine code might
be needed, and this takes several months). The second fact – from the general limited availability of
information security experts with sufficient qualifications and experience.

7 Conclusion

This article is devoted to the method of visualizing the interaction between various software types, which
will enable the Expert to audit software products. This is quite an important information security task.
Special attention is given to the development of intelligent algorithms of interactions analysis, which will
simplify the Expert’s work significantly.

The main idea of the method lies in the analysis of statistical connections between programs and
building the corresponding model, which suits both for the application of algorithms and for the final
visualization.

Our future research will be devoted to the following topics. Firstly, the extension of the analysis
of algorithms and their practical realization in the Prototype. Secondly, the support of new types of
programs and interactions. Thirdly, the assessment of the efficiency of the method and the Prototype,
as well as their practical application during the analysis of the OS in general and software products, in
particular.
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